Message for the symposium:
It is the imperialism assaulting the entire people.
Revolutionaries and the entire people will defeat also the new wave of attacks of the
imperialists.
The gangs, like ISIS, enhanced and supported by imperialism are used as the pretext for the
new attacks to the people.
A new wave of attacks is being started to the migrants living in Europe.
The xenophobia and racism is being raised in Germany under the name of ‘Pegida’ - ‘AntiIslamic and Patriot Europeans” .
Establishment of a new international intelligence network, further militarization, penalty
increases, facilitation the deportations are being brought to the agenda all around Europe.
Just as they have enacted 129-b and similar laws first in Germany and then all around Europe
after September 11 and judged the M-Ls, socialists under these laws, they want to aggravate
the suppressive laws even further by the pretext of ‘Islamic terror’.
It is imperialism, who assaults the entire people.
Imperialism targets its opponents like the M-L, socialist, anti-imperialist-capitalist, anti-fascist
forces and aims the TOTAL ELIMINATION AND ANNIHILATION of these forces.
We, the political prisoners in the European prisons, are the proofs, showing that to whom the
enmity of US and European imperialism has been literally directed and against whom the
suppressive laws under the name of ‘anti-terror’ have been enacted.
Racist, fascist and xenophobic wave which has been raised under various names of NPD, NSU,
Pegida in whole Europe, especially in Germany, is not unconnected from the xenophobic
policies of European states.
European states have been organizing surreptitiously a ‘massive’ support in order to
legitimize the new laws to be enacted against the anti-imperialists, socialists and all
foreigners.
This is because, we have to raise the fight against;
-129a-b and all suppressive means;
-xenophobia and racism;
-imperialist aggression;
-policies of isolation and annihilation.
Nobody has the power to invade the minds of resisting prisoners. Our voice, rising from the
European prisons against imperialism proves that the isolation policies do not work on the
revolutionary prisoners. The resistance history of revolutionary prisoners in Turkey has been
the source of hope for all the people in the world.
This is why, they want to kill this hope, the people's hope for liberation through the massacres
and suppressive laws. Imperialists and their collaborationist servants… Have a better look at

the hope that you want to kill...
The children at the age of 14 are being killed to suppress the fighting tradition of 45 years, so,
this is the proof of that the people in Turkey have not given up fighting against imperialism
and fascism for generations, and that they have held on this hope more tightly and massively
day by day.
I salute you all with my faith that the revolutionaries and the entire peopel will defeat the new
wave of imperialist assaults .
-Down with imperialism, fascism
-Long live an independent and democratic Turkey
-Long live international solidarity
-We will win
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